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Movement Toward Sustainability
Presents Opportunities
| By Jeffrey E. Barnhart
Although attitudes differ across generations, countries and
industries, a current study revealed that 85% of consumers have become “greener” in
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their purchasing over the last few years. More than a third of global consumers are willing
to pay more for items promoted as being more sustainable, as demand grows for environmentally friendly alternatives.
The card manufacturing industry views the growing movement toward sustainability as an
opportunity to use eco-friendly materials and processes. In this issue of Card Manufacturing
magazine, readers will learn How Inks Can Help Card Manufacturers with Sustainability
Commitments in an article written by Thierry Perrot, R&D chemist engineer, VFP Ink
Technologies and how Green Hotel Cards, a new ICMA member, produces RFID key cards
made from deforestation-free wood for the hospitality industry.
ICMA recognizes sustainable card products with its EcoLabel Standard Program and validates
third-party credibility of card manufacturers’ claims that a product is an environmentally
preferable alternative.
Moreover, ICMA added an Environmentally Friendly Feature Card category to its Élan
Awards of Excellence. This acknowledges cards created with eco-friendly materials and/
or sustainable card manufacturing processes. Materials included recycled stainless steel,
polylactic acid and special paper lamination.
To learn more about participating in ICMA’s EcoLabel program and Élan Awards of Excellence
competition, visit ICMA.com.
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Register for the Upcoming
ACE-Commercial Training

E-MAIL
info@icma.com

| By Michael Canino
ICMA’s ACE-Commercial training provides sales, marketing, customer
service and other card industry professionals at your company with
the opportunity to learn the fundamentals of card manufacturing.
Others who may find this training beneficial include suppliers and
consultants who want to have a deeper understanding of the card industry opportunities
and challenges experienced by card providers.
ICMA member company employees who participate in the training series receive a highCard Manufacturing ™ publishes
information for the benefit of its
members and readers. The sponsor,
International Card Manufacturers
Association (ICMA), the publisher and
the editors of Card Manufacturing™
cannot be held liable for changes,
revisions or inaccuracies contained
in the material published. For more
detailed information on the products,
programs, services or policies
covered in Card Manufacturing™,
it is recommended readers contact
the appropriate person, company,
agency or industry group.

level overview of the major components of a card manufacturing business, learn about the
production of cards, review customer service and sales issues that arise in the sale and
support of card products and projects and review top-of-mind questions and topics that
customers of card products may have.
ACE-Commercial is taught virtually in two, two-hour sessions on the same day. There are no
pre-requisites. The next ACE-Commercial training session is scheduled for Wednesday, July
13 at 11 a.m. ET.
For more information and to register, visit icma.com/ace-commercial-training/.
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Commitments
R&D departments and chemical
engineers worked on functional and
technical product speciﬁcations to
acquire important knowledge in the
credit card market during the last
several decades and are now helping the market to go green.
| By Thierry Perrot, R&D Chemist Engineer, VFP

Hundreds of professionals focused
on driving their card organizations
forward in the quickly evolving
global card industry came together
to strengthen business connections
and expand their knowledge at
ICMA’s 2022 EXPO.
| By Jennifer Kohlhepp, ICMA Managing
Editor

Ink Technologies

Announces 2022 Élan
9 ICMA
Awards of Excellence Winners
Jeffrey Barnhart, ICMA founder
and executive director, revealed
the winners during a ceremony at
ICMA’s Card Manufacturing and
Personalization EXPO in Tampa,
Florida on May 17.
| By Jennifer Kohlhepp, ICMA Managing Editor

These suppliers have committed to the highest
level of support to ICMA activities in 2022.
Platinum Level

Gold Level

COVER STORY
14

Wooden Key Cards: Eco-Friendly
Solution for the Hospitality Industry

GHC produces RFID key cards made from deforestation-free wood
for the hospitality industry.
| By Jennifer Kohlhepp, ICMA Managing Editor
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We’d love to hear from you!
Card Manufacturing contains feature articles, listings, events, company news, industry
announcements, association updates and other information that will inﬂuence and grow your
business. Card Manufacturing also includes messages from key industry executives as well as
news and tips from the heart of the association—YOU.
• Interested in submitting a bylined
feature for an upcoming issue?

• Do you have company information or
accomplishments you want to share?

Please forward all news submissions, including press releases announcing new products or
services, new hires, promotions, major contracts and acquisitions, milestones, community
activities, case studies and any other industry news to Managing Editor Jennifer Kohlhepp
at jkohlhepp@icma.com.

www.icma.com
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feature story

Thierry Perrot – R&D Chemist Engineer, VFP Ink Technologies

HOW INKS CAN HELP

CARD MANUFACTURERS
WITH SUSTAINABILITY COMMITMENTS
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The credit card market has taken a major shift toward more environmentally friendly
payment solutions.
Industry designers manage to adapt their products and manufacturing processes to
eco-friendly demand.
Lots of banking institutions have committed to sustainability and are already on their
way to a net-zero future.
To support them in this eco-responsible approach, suppliers and consumables manufacturers
have developed technical solutions that generate less waste, reduce earth pollution and
minimize carbon emissions.

Switching to green and plasticfree alternatives

polymer produced by fermentation
of a carbohydrate source such as
corn starch. Advantages of this bio-

Substrates manufacturers provide

sourced material is that production

two different alternatives to first-

uses significantly less energy (about

use polyvinyl chloride (PVC):

65% less) and causes considerably

• Recycled sources like re-

fewer pollutants (between 65% to

cycled (R)-PVC or recycled

70% less emission of greenhouse

(R)-PET (polyethylene

gases) compared to classic cards.

terephthalate): These recycled substrates are

And since this substrate is compostable,

made from waste that cannot be reused in the

disposal also needs less energy. Breakdown

same process that generated the waste. They’re

in industrial composting facilities will require

made using plastic waste from the packaging

only 2 to 3 months, and that process avoids

and printing industries. Cards can contain 80%

the emission of toxic fumes by incineration

less first-used PVC. PET is well suited to recy-

for other plastics. PLA is an eco-friendly

cling due to its advanced mechanical recycling

option, which is biodegradable, recyclable

properties, and thanks to the large volumes

and non-toxic if incinerated.

of waste produced during their process of
use. Recycling reduces the need for extracting
(mining, quarrying and logging), refining and
processing raw materials, while saving energy.
It is important to note that using recycled sub-

Both of these sustainable substrate solutions can
replace PVC for the manufacturing of a credit card,
but they do not have the exact same properties at
the beginning.

strates also reduces greenhouse gas emissions,

There will be differences in the printability and in

which helps to tackle climate change. The use

the mechanical characteristics of these substrate

of alternative eco-friendly materials meets the

types that will need specific attention during the

growing demand for eco-friendly products.

manufacturing process.

• Renewable and biodegradable polymer

The selection of the right ink is an important step

material, eco-friendly alternatives like

to obtain the usual specification required for a

polylactic acid (PLA): It is thermoplastic

credit card.
continued on page 8
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feature story
How Inks Can Help, continued from page 7

How inks suppliers grapple with this issue
The quality of the final card cannot be achieved with any
standard screen inks on these sustainable substrates
without leading to technical difficulties.
Inks and varnishes designers work hard and innovate to
provide the most advanced solutions to the industry.
Research and development departments and chemical
engineers worked on functional and technical product
specifications to acquire important knowledge in the credit
card market during the last several decades and are now
helping the market to go green.

Screen inks and varnishes solutions

Cards made from plastic substitutes, which are created from
renewable sources rather than petroleum, prevent the issues
regarding supplying limited raw materials and shortage
of polymer and additives that consequently led to all-time
record high prices.
Inks and varnishes suppliers can help card manufacturers
stand out from the crowd and tailor solutions to new needs.
With research and development teams comprised of highly
skilled chemical engineers, the inks and varnishes designers
manufacture high-tech products designed for industrial
use with cutting-edge technology and make a major
contribution to helping payment card manufacturers in
their green commitments.

The AQUACARD hydro UV ink series offers an efficient
technical solution that combines the two advantages of
a low carbon emission and the ability to print on these
specific materials without causing any further problems like
some other solvent-based or UV curing inks would do.
In addition to its good adhesion properties on R-PVC substrates, the hydro UV ink allows the PLA substrate to keep
a good flexibility. It also avoids volatile organic compound
emission during the printing process unlike solvent-based
inks and a better screen stability compared to waterbased inks that generally lead to more waste/change of
screen emulsion.

Supporting sustainable practices
Upcycled plastics, or plastic-free alternatives, are a tidal
wave of change and save natural resources, petroleum
and raw materials.
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About the Author: Thierry Perrot joined VFP Ink Technologies
as an R&D Chemist in 2020. His main role is to formulate inks
that will meet the specific technical requirements of printers
and card manufacturers. Before developing screen printing
inks, he designed flexography, offset or waterless inks—especially for UV radiation curing—for 15 years for label, packaging,
publishing and fiduciary markets. VFP Ink Technologies is an
inks and varnishes manufacturer with 25 years of experience
in screen printing. The company provides high-end solutions
worldwide with products specifically designed for laminated
plastic cards (PVC, PLA, Recycled PET substrates). Years
of development and a strong R&D department led to innovative formulas to meet customers’ specifications and ensure
satisfaction. VFP Ink Technologies covers an extensive range
of applications and materials for printed labels, laminated PVC
cards, printed electronics and packaging.

feature story

Jennifer Kohlhepp – Managing Editor, ICMA

ICMA Announces
2022 Élan Awards
of Excellence Winners
Best of the Best in Global Card Industry Recognized
The International Card Manufacturers Association (ICMA)
recently announced the winners of the prestigious Élan
Awards of Excellence, which celebrate the pinnacle of design
innovation, security and technical achievements in the global
card industry.
Jeffrey Barnhart, ICMA founder and executive director, revealed
the winners during a ceremony at ICMA’s Card Manufacturing and
Personalization EXPO in Tampa, Florida on May 17.
“The Élan Awards of Excellence distinguish ICMA card
manufacturers, suppliers and personalization/fulfillment
members before their peers and customers as industry leaders,”
said Barnhart. “An Élan Award showcases a company’s expertise
in the global card industry. Winning can also lead a company
down multiple paths to success including new business opportunities
and high-profile visibility.”
With entries from North America, the Middle East, Asia, Europe
and other areas of the world, the Élan Awards of Excellence
competition drives innovation within global card industry.
continued on page 10
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feature story
ICMA Élan Awards, continued from page 9

THE 2022 WINNERS AND FINALISTS

ÉLAN AWARDS OF EXCELLENCE WINNERS ARE:
Best Supplier/Vendor New Product, Service or Innovation

Winner (tie): SPS for the EVC All-In-One by Ellipse, SPS
and ABCorp.

Winner (tie): Linxens for the Dynamic Security Code
PRELAM® for ellipse

Finalist: Linxens for the Jet-Black EMV Module

Best Personalization & Fulfillment (P&F) Product, Service or Project

Winner: Giesecke+Devrient (China) Technologies Co.,
Ltd. for the China CITIC Bank American Express Game
for Peace Irregular Shaped Card for China CITIC Bank
Credit Card Center

MANUFACTURING EXCELLENCE AWARDS

•

Finalist: Giesecke+Devrient (China) Technologies Co. Ltd.
for the ICBC Customized Card (Adorable Baby) for the
Industrial and Commercial Bank of China

Finalist: Placard Pty Ltd for CommBank Neo for the
Commonwealth Bank of Australia

Loyalty, Promotional and Gift Cards

Winner: Giesecke+Devrient (China) Technologies Co. Ltd.
for the Starbucks Brand History Card for Starbucks

Finalist: Giesecke+Devrient (China) Technologies Co. Ltd.
for the Starbucks Cherry Blossom Gift Card for Starbucks

Finalist: Goldpac Limited for the 22TM SVC SEASON
MARBLE for Starbucks (China) Company Limited

Best ID and Access Control Cards

Winner: Canadian Bank Note Company, Limited for the
New York State Enhanced Identification Card for the New
York State Department of Motor Vehicles
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Finalist: Hengbao Co. Ltd. for the Wuyi Pass for the
Jiangmen Wuyitong Smart Card Co. Ltd.

Finalist: Thales for the Colorado Driver License for
the Colorado Department of Revenue

Best Secure Payment Card

Winner: Hengbao Co., Ltd for the China
Construction Bank Moon and Stars
Platinum Card in the Sunlight Series for
China Construction Bank

Finalist: Giesecke+Devrient (China)
Technologies Co., Ltd. for the ICBC Kirin
Debit Card for Industrial and Commercial
Bank of China

Finalist: Hengbao Co. Ltd. Tianjin-Hebei
Integrated Interconnection Private Bank
Debit Card for China Minsheng Bank Co.,
Ltd. Tianjin Branch

Finalist: CompoSecure LLC Platinum
Art Card x Kehinde Wiley for American
Express

Unique Innovation Prototype

Winner: Giesecke+Devrient (China) Technologies Co. Ltd.
for the Special-Shaped Chip Card

Finalist: CompoSecure LLC for the PointCard Atlas
for Point

Finalist: Giesecke+Devrient (China) Technologies Co.
Ltd. for the Built-In Holographic Dynamic Nano-Texture

Finalist: CompoSecure LLC for Sapphire Preferred
for Chase

Finalist: CPI Card Group for Latitude for Rize

Finalist: Goldpac Limited for the Bank of Shanghai Low
Carbon Living Card for Bank of Shanghai

Finalist: Goldpac Limited for 22 SR KIT LAMY GREEN
& 22 SR KIT LAMY BLACK for Starbucks (China)
Company Limited

Feature: Metal Cards

Winner: Thales for the Viseca Visa Platinum Metal Card
for Viseca

Feature: Environmentally Friendly Cards

Winner: CompoSecure, L.L.C. for Truist Wealth for Truist

continued on page 12
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feature story
ICMA Élan Awards, continued from page 11

People’s Choice

Winner: Hengbao Co. Ltd. for the China Construction
Bank Moon and Stars Platinum Card in the Sunlight
Series for China Construction Bank

Feature: Biometric Cards

Winner: IDEMIA for Rocker Touch for Rocker

Finalist: IDEMIA for the Touch Card for Mastercard

Finalist: CPI Card Group for Reﬂect for Wells Fargo

Unique Innovation

Winner: Goldpac Limited for the Bank of
Guiyang Shuang Ying Men VIP Diamond
Debit Card - Private Banking Card for
Bank of Guiyang

Finalist: IDEMIA for the Touch Card
for Mastercard

Finalist: Giesecke+Devrient (China)
Technologies Co., Ltd. for the Bank of
Communications’ National-Charm Credit
Card (Water Goddess Edition) for Bank
of Communications

Judging encompassed three categories: card suppliers, personalization and fulfillment and card manufacturing. David Tushie, ICMA
standards representative, Brian Summerhayes of Barnes International, and Mike Walsh of SICPA SecurInk served as this year’s judges.
The next Élan Awards competition will open in January 2023 and winners will be announced during ICMA’s 2023 Card Manufacturing and Personalization EXPO. The in-person EXPO will take place from May 15-18, 2023 at the Renaissance Orlando at SeaWorld in Orlando, Florida.
To learn more about submitting an entry into next year’s competition, email info@icma.com.
To learn more about the benefits of ICMA membership, visit ICMA.com.
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ICMA: The Premier Card Manufacturing
& Personalization Organization
Access three decades of card industry data. Network with industry thought leaders and peers.
Make an impact around the globe.

The voice of the
card manufacturing
industry for over
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cover story

Jennifer Kohlhepp – Managing Editor, ICMA

WOODEN KEY CARDS:

ECO-FRIENDLY SOLUTION FOR THE HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY
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Green Hotel Cards Inc. (GHC) joins the

in the RFID key card industry, GHC

growing list of card manufacturers that

works with thousands of hotels and

are producing eco-friendly products

has become one of the top suppliers

using sustainable materials including

in this segment. In addition to a hotel

polylactic acid, recovered ocean bound

key card, wood cards can be used as

plastic and recycled stainless steel. GHC

transportation cards, souvenir cards,

is a new member of the International

ID cards and other smart cards.

Card Manufacturers Association (ICMA),
the leading global card association for
card manufacturers and personalizers,
supported by suppliers and other
industry participants.

economically viable management of

sustainable options. Our development

the world’s forests.

team spent years on choosing and

which has proven to be a great success

said Valerie Chan, director of opera-

in our market usage.”

GHC produces RFID key cards made
from deforestation-free wood for the
hospitality industry. According to a
new report, wood-based products can
assist with climate change mitigation
by storing carbon, while also helping
to avoid or reduce the greenhouse

able forest management solution. The
appropriate, socially beneficial and

company has been seeking for years,”

Eco-Friendly Advantages of Wood

(FSC), the world’s most trusted sustain-

challenges if we don’t move toward

with sustainable wooden materials,

manufacturing industry.”

with the Forest Stewardship Council

organization promotes environmentally

ICMA, as it’s exactly the platform the

promote sustainability in the card

research and validation, GHC partners

that smart cards will face more severe

testing, to assure a durable lifespan

the mission to protect the earth and

With a significant investment in

Chan continues, “At GHC, we realize

“GHC is proud to be a member of

tions, GHC. “Both organizations share

Forest Management Solution
Partnership

As an FSC-certified supplier, GHC runs
thousands of repeating tests and verification. GHC then chooses the seven
types of natural wood, from all FSCapproved wooden sources, to process

All raw materials come from com-

into hotel RFID key cards. All materials

mercially-planted forests, with no

are originated from the FSC full-chain

concern for deforestation and further

certification.

pollution to the environment.

“The core value of using an eco-friendly

Below are additional advantages of

material in hotel key cards is there’s

wooden hotel key cards:

no additional damage or burden to

• Waterproof and compatible with
major lock systems
• A s durable as a PVC card, with
more than 100,000 times of usage
under normal practice

our earth’s sustainable development,”
Chan stated. “Upholding this mission,
using 100% natural wood to process
daily-use RFID cards, complies with
FSC standards. Bringing sustainable
products to the smart card industry is

gas emissions associated with the

• E asily biodegrade and totally

a small step. However, GHC hopes to

materials for which they substitute,

green, with no pollution to the

gather more companions to achieve

such as plastics, concrete, steel and

environment

the earth’s healthy sustainable devel-

synthetic fibers.
With more than 15 years of experience

• Polished for an elegant and classy

opment for generations.”

user experience

ICMA.com
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association news

ICMA BOARD OF DIRECTORS

ANNOUNCEMENT
		

The ICMA Board of Directors met during the ICMA EXPO on May 17 to discuss key strategic
initiatives, welcome newly elected directors and determine a new president and vice president.

Congratulations to Michael Dorner of Variuscard GmbH for

ICMA applauds Mosteller for his ongoing contributions

being appointed as the new ICMA president and Thomas

to the ICMA board and it is an honor to have him as an

Tarantino of Giesecke & Devrient GmbH for being appointed

integral member of the ICMA team. His dedication to the

as vice president.

advancement of card technologies is a guiding example,

Michael Dorner, CEO of Variuscard GmbH, has a demonstrated
history of working in the information technology and services
industry. Skilled in business planning, coaching, sales, cloud

encouraging the industry at large to deliver innovative,
high-quality solutions to customers while leading the way
to a new era in payments.

solutions, smart cards and digital printing, he has a master’s

With nearly 30 years of experience in card manufacturing,

degree in entrepreneurship and management from FHW

EMV and research and development, Mosteller has a long

Fachhochschul-Studiengänge Betriebs und Forschungsein-

history of pioneering innovative solutions pushing the

richtungen der Wiener Wirtschaft.

payments industry forward. In 2015, he received the

Dorner will be assuming the role of president for Barry
Mosteller, who will remain on the board of directors as the
past president. ICMA would like to thank Mosteller for his 11

Outstanding Member Service Award from ICMA for his
contributions and today we honor and thank him for his
service to our organization again.

years of service on the ICMA board. He served on the board

ICMA would also like to extend an additional thank you to

for seven years, including as vice president, before being

Keith Yeates, Jim Cooney, Guy Meeker and John Schneiderhan

elected President in 2018.

for their service on the board and their outstanding contributions to the advancement of ICMA.
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Pictured from left to right: Michael Canino, Brian Summerhayes, Madeleine Raiford-Holland, Tiffany Milbrandt, Edith Dangeard, Thomas Tarantino,
Megan Anthony Bogard, Keith Yeates, Barry Mosteller, Michael Dorner, Mike Walsh and Jeff Barnhart.

Welcome New Board Members
The ICMA Board of Directors election has concluded and
there have been four new directors elected.

Tiffany Milbrandt has spent most of
her professional life in print. Long
ago, ink seeped into her blood,
which continues to be a driving

Megan Anthony Bogard is the design

force in her daily life. As the business

manager for CPI Card Group. Her

development manager at CARD-

experience in the card industry

Source, a privately owned digital

started 18 years ago in the prepress

print and fulfillment shop located in

department within the CPI Colorado

Minnesota, she uses every tool in her collection of skills to

manufacturing facility. Over the

drive executive level desires forward toward fruition.

years, she continued to advance
within the business by taking on
roles in both production and marketing. Thanks to her drive, Bogard earned the role of prepress
supervisor for the CPI Colorado facility in 2012. She obtained
much of her experience specializing in secure card manufacturing from press checks and day-to-day work. In 2017,
she took on the role as design manager for CPI Card Group.
Over the years, Bogard has participated in multiple ICMA
speaking engagements in both the EXPO and CardTrex. In
addition, she has participated in the badge designs of years
past, along with articles and cover designs for ICMA Card
Manufacturing magazine. Bogard continues to advance
her skill set within secure card manufacturing, and has her
ACE-M certification. She graduated with a bachelor’s degree
in graphic design from the University of Northern Colorado
in 2002, and currently resides in Littleton, Colorado.

With just shy 20 years of experience in the commercial card
printing industry, Milbrandt is proud to be an active member
of several associations, including ICMA and Printing Industry
Midwest (PIM) to name a few. In 2020, PIM named her Young
Professional of the Year, highlighting both her contributions
within the CARDSource team as well as the PIM organization
itself. She truly has a passion for finding ways to organize
and optimize a customer’s program on the journey of
finding the ideal “Solution” for their needs.
Madeleine Raiford-Holland is the
chief operating officer of PASP ID
and has filled this position since
2013. PASP ID is a boutique card
manufacture and personalization
company that works with more than
5,000 government agencies worldwide to provide secure ID cards.

continued on page 18
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association news
ICMA Board of Directors, continued from page 17

PASP ID has several patented manufacturing processes

Mike Walsh is the business

and specializes in custom and unique card manufacturing

development manager for SICPA

projects. In addition to her role in strategic company over-

Securink Corp. He leads SICPA’s

sight of card manufacturing and personalization, she is an

secure plastic card business in

expert in the fields of secure printing and plastics. She has

North America, helping to provide

successfully completed and been certified in ICMA’s ACE-M,

security features and systems for

ACE-P, and ACE-A certification programs. She is proud to

credit, gift and ID cards. He earned

have led organizational development changes, enabling the

ICMA’s ACE-M accreditation in 2014. Walsh began his career

organization to better respond and adapt to industry and

as a law enforcement officer for the Putnam County Sherriff’s

market changes.

Office before moving into the plastic cards industry and
joining SICPA in 2008.

NEW BLOGS POSTED AT ICMA.COM
The blogs posted to ICMA.com feature ICMA members demonstrating
their thought leadership on topics of interest to the global card
industry. There are also posts about how to best leverage
your ICMA member benefits.
Our most recent blogs include:
• ICMA Offers Strategic Marketing Solutions
for Members
• Recovered Ocean-Bound Plastic: Core
Feature of CPI’s Élan Award-Winning Card
• ICMA Recognizes Sustainable Card
Products with EcoLabel Standard Program
• Polylactic Acid: Central Material of G+D’s
Élan Award-Winning Eco-Friendly Card
• 6 Advantages of Winning an ICMA
Élan Award of Excellence
To read these and more ICMA blogs,
visit icma.com/blog/.
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EXPO news

Cards Reimagined
at 2022 ICMA EXPO
Hundreds of professionals focused on driving their
card organizations forward in the quickly evolving
global card industry came together to strengthen
business connections and expand their knowledge
at the 2022 ICMA Card Manufacturing & Personalization EXPO.
The EXPO, which featured more than 40 exhibits,
numerous educational sessions and various formal
and informal networking opportunities, took place
May 15-18 at the Saddlebrook Resort in Tampa,
Florida. This year’s theme was Cards Reimagined.
“The ICMA EXPO is the only event that focuses
on card manufacturing and personalization and

provides participants with opportunities to network
with the industry’s top manufacturers and suppliers,”
Jeffrey Barnhart, ICMA founder and executive
director, said. “This event helps attendees grow
professionally and expand their knowledge base
with essential education and exhibits. ICMA is
proud to support professional development and
industry advancement by organizing the EXPO.”
The EXPO featured a comprehensive conference
program with a keynote speaker, presentations
by industry thought leaders, Speed Networking
and dedicated exhibition hours. Barry Mosteller,
ICMA’s most recent past president, served as the
EXPO chair.
continued on page 20

www.icma.com
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EXPO news
ICMA EXPO, continued from page 19

ICMA kicked-off its conference on May 15 with its annual golf outing. Later that day, ICMA hosted another
informal gathering to welcome new members just
before the joint welcome reception in the exhibit hall.
After Barnhart’s welcome address the following
morning on May 16, David Burkus provided the keynote
speech, “Best Team Ever: The Surprising Science of
High-Performing Teams,” and a workshop that provided
attendees with a clear and concise understanding of
how the culture of their team affects its performance
and a simple and practical blueprint for how to build
the best team ever.
The first day also featured the following presentations:
“Eliminating Delamination: New Technology Opportunities” by Karl Singer, president/CEO, D&K Group Inc.;
“Building on a Promise of Financial Inclusion” by Judy
Vigiletti, vice president, brand strategy & innovation,
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integrated marketing & communications, Mastercard;
Blockchain, NFT & Phygitals in the Card Industry: A
Game Changer?” by Michael Dorner, owner & CEO,
Variuscard GmbH; “Why Physical Documents Still Exist:
Security by Portrait and Data” by János Friss, head of
travel document business unit, Jura JSP GmbH and
“Smartcard Recycling Concepts: End of Life” by Eric M.
Virostek, senior product manager, secure transaction
services, Giesecke+Devrient.
The second day of the day of the conference featured
the Speed Networking session, during which ICMA
exhibiting supplier companies welcomed card manufacturers, personalizers, issuers and professionals
from affiliate companies to an interactive session in
which they could strengthen or develop new business
partnerships. It also featured “The 3 Ms: Metals, Magnetics and Modules” by Chris Burket, senior product

marketing engineer, TDK Corporation of America; “The
Time is right for Biometric Payment Cards” by Patrice
Meilland, chief strategy and product officer, ZWIPE;
“How to Capitalize on ICMA’s Marketing Efforts to
Benefit Your Company” by Kelsey Tweedly, marketing
manager, ICMA; “Modern Payment Card Possibilities”
by Denise Stewart, senior product manager, Entrust;
“Eco-Friendly Materials for Card Bodies: An Overview
and Status Update” by Thomas Decker, vice president,
product marketing, finance, Linxens; “Solutions for
Card Issuers to Improve Security and Enhance the
Cardholder Customer Experience” by Thomas Weiss,
CEO, Authentic Vision. The second day ended with
the Élan Awards of Excellence Ceremony and Dinner,
which had a Havana Nights theme.
On the third day of the conference, Megan Anthony,
design manager, CPI Card Group, presented “Reinventing Card Design;” David Tushie, ICMA standards

and technical representative, presented “Digital
Personalization” and Fabio Romano, marketing
director, STMicroelectronics, presented “Biometric
System-On-Cards.”
The ICMA EXPO concluded with Advanced Card Education (ACE) exams in manufacturing, personalization
and advanced technologies.
ICMA would like to thank everyone who attended the
EXPO and especially the companies that sponsored this
year’s event. The valuable support of Apollo Colours,
CompoSecure, D&K Group Inc., SICPA and Wiman contributed greatly to the success of the 2022 ICMA EXPO.
ICMA is already planning the 2023 EXPO and we
look forward to seeing you all from May 15-18 at the
Renaissance Orlando at SeaWorld in Orlando, Florida.
For more information about ICMA’s 2023 EXPO, stay
tuned to ICMAEXPO.com.
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Barnes PVT for Visa Certification
Validation Process

Study Finds Strong Affinity Toward
Physical and Metal Payment Cards

Barnes CPT 3000v3CL PVT tool enables

CompoSecure Inc. released a new report

issuers and card personalization bureaus

based on an independent global survey

to validate and pre-certify their cards

from Edgar, Dunn & Co. and commis-

against the latest payment scheme chip

sioned by CompoSecure. The results of

personalization requirements and product

the survey found a strong affinity toward

rules. It is used to enhance quality assur-

physical and metal payment cards, espe-

ance and ensure EMV® cards meet payment

cially with digital-native millennials.

scheme specifications when sent for

with them,” said President of Payments &
Access at Fingerprint Cards Michel Roig.
“Feitian has once more chosen to work
with us at Fingerprints and our proven
biometric solution, which will guarantee
high performance, quality, and security.
I strongly believe that this next-generation solution has the potential to be a
gamechanger in the biometric smartcard
industry, delivering improved cost-

The majority of respondents (56%)

efficiency, increased image quality and

preferred a physical payment card for

transaction speed as well as improved

The tool is reinforced with Barnes’ expert

in-person purchases versus a digital

power efficiency.”

support and helps issuers and bureaus

wallet or cash, underscoring consumer

speed up card development and time

desire for physical cards while highlighting

to market as well as quality control

the branding opportunities for financial

processes.

organizations. Millennial consumers were

formal personalization validation testing.

The Visa GPR PVT Certification Module,
to be used for the certification validation
process with Visa, complements the CPT3000v3CL PVT Tool used for final quality
control during personalization.
For more information, visit

BG INGENIERIE’s specific card production
lab proposes different services for research
and development (R&D) of small and
medium batches:
• C hip implanting of any type of
contact chip on any card body:
blank, printed, magstripe, RFID
• Building and designing cards fitted
with biometric sensor, display screen

collaborated before on the development
of biometric cards and USB keys.

influenced by a payment card’s form

For more information, visit ftsafe.com

factor, as 61% stated they have a greater

and fingerprints.com.

inclination to leave their bank for one
that offers a metal card.
For more information, visit
composecure.com.

barnestest.com.

Chip and Biometric Sensor
Implanting Services

Fingerprint Cards and Feitian have

Fiserv: Consumers Prefer Cards to Pay,
Choices Differ by Age
Credit and debit cards are the payment
method of choice for most consumers ac-

Feitian Choses Fingerprint Cards
Biometrics for Payment, Access Cards
Feitian will build its biometric payment
and access cards with the T-Shape (T2)
sensor module and BEP software platform

cording to new research from Fiserv Inc.
Cards are seen as the fastest, easiest and
most preferred payment method across
generations, while specific payment habits
vary by age.

from Fingerprint Cards, in an extension

“Credit and debit card usage among

of an existing partnership.

consumers remains robust, with each

The T2 module delivers ultra-low power
consumption, according to the announcement and its biometric performance
was approved for meeting Mastercard’s
Fingerprint Sensor Evaluation Process
earlier this year.

generation displaying unique habits and
preferences when it comes to card choice
and management,” said Himanshu Patel,
co-head of banking at Fiserv. “Aligning
card offerings to consumers’ purchasing
needs and giving them control of and
insights into card use will enable card

• SIM punch

Fingerprint Cards also says that the

issuers to attract and retain a range

• RFID chip and tag punch

delivery of T-Shape packaging in dual

of cardholders and grow transaction

row reduces waste and embedding costs,

volumes.”

• Printing, numbering, programming
For more information, visit bginge.com.

while enabling higher throughput.

cards as their primary payment method

with Feitian, we are pleased to collabo-

compared to other options like cash,

rate on this biometric solution together
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Most banking consumers prefer to utilize

“Based on our long-standing partnership

checks, or buy now, pay later (BNPL).

differing mindsets around budgeting and

Whether dining at a restaurant (75%),

financial management.

National Bank of Kuwait Launches
Exclusive Metal Card

For more information, visit fiserv.com.

The National Bank of Kuwait (NBK KWT)

buying groceries (75%), or purchasing
tickets for a sporting event or concert

has chosen to collaborate with IDEMIA

(77%), consumers of all ages are most

for an intuitive, easier and secure

While credit is generally a popular choice

Wisecard EMV Card Issuance Platform
Integrated with Graph-Tech Roadrunner

for big-ticket purchases, with 51% of

Wisecard and Graph-Tech USA have

Card Connect allows bank customers to

consumers preferring credit for in-store

successfully integrated Wisecard’s EMV

activate the metal card using an NFC card

purchases exceeding $500 and 56%

card issuance platform with Graph-Tech’s

activation feature. The cardholder can

preferring credit for online purchases of

RoadRunner card personalization system.

simply tap the card on their smartphone

the same amount, age is a noteworthy

The system produces EMV-ready cards

and be redirected to the activation page

influence.

through NFC parallel programming of

on the National Bank of Kuwait Mobile

Among boomers and seniors, 66% prefer

10 cards, magnetic encoded and printed

Banking App, reducing card activation

with the Graph-Tech’s eZ-Inkjet. The data

time significantly.

likely to opt for a card.

credit for large in-store purchases and 73%
prefer credit for large online purchases.
In contrast, Gen Z prefers debit for large
purchases—with 46% choosing debit for
in-store purchases exceeding $500 and
49% choosing debit for online purchases
of the same amount, compared to only
25% and 23% respectively for consumers
overall. While this may be partially attrib-

is held in PCI-compliant Wisecard servers
that interface with Graph-Tech’s machine
control system. Since there is no contact
programming, the system is incredibly
simple and smooth, allowing for a costeffective solution. The same platform can
be used to produce transit, identification,
entry and all kind of smart cards fast

utable to access to credit varying across

and easy.

age ranges, it is likely also driven by

For more information, visit graphtech.us.

activation experience of metal cards.
A first-of-its-kind in Kuwait, IDEMIA’s

The NBK KWT Visa Infinite Credit Card
comes in two vertical designs tailored for
him and for her, with an embodiment of
national pride through placing Kuwait’s
map and flag. The metal card is the most
flexible card in Kuwait, giving customers
the freedom to choose the KWT Points
earning options based on their lifestyle,
either the “Spends Tier” or “Merchant
Category” option. The earned rewards
continued on page 24
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can be redeemed easily through NBK

All eco-friendly cards offered by Thales

Thales not only works to minimize

Online Banking whether as cashback up

are made with innovative and sustainable

the carbon footprint of all its products

to KD 1,000, travel booking, e-vouchers

components. For example, one solution

and services but also offers a carbon

or points exchange.

is a card made from 85% PLA (polylactic

offset program to make the cards

acid), which is produced from corn.

carbon neutral.

For more information, visit idemia.com.

Another innovative approach reduces the
amount of new plastic while fighting sea

Banks Shift to Eco-Friendly Solutions
Supported by Thales Cards
With environmental challenges now a
growing, global concern, Thales has
developed solutions for a greener world,
recently certified by Mastercard’s Sustainable Card Program. To date, Thales
has deployed 30 million eco-friendly
payment cards for banks and card issuers
that address consumer concerns without

pollution, with a card made of Ocean
Plastic ® collected by Parley for the
Oceans. This innovative material comes
from plastic waste collected from coastal
clean-up operations, in partnership with
“Parley for the Oceans”. Banks can also
reduce their first-use plastic with a
recycled PVC card that is made entirely
with plastic waste from the packaging
and printing industries.

By assessing sustainability claims on
behalf of the industry, the Mastercard
Sustainable Card Program aims to pivot
all card selection programs towards ecofriendly solutions, making sustainable
choice the norm rather than the exception.
This certification demonstrates that Thales
solutions have an environmental advantage that is meaningful, verified
and sustainable.
For more information, visit
thalesgroup.com and mastercard.com.

compromising the user experience.

members on the move
HP Inc. Appoints Ernest Nicolas as Chief Supply Chain Officer

Visa Inc. Appoints Teri List to Board of Directors

HP Inc. has appointed Ernest Nicolas as chief

Visa Inc. appointed Teri List to its board of

supply chain officer.

directors in April.

Nicolas will lead HP’s worldwide supply chain

List was executive vice president and chief

organization. The company’s supply chain

financial officer of Gap Inc. from January 2017

delivers more than 100 million products to

until March 2020 and served as an advisor until

customers each year through a sophisticated

June 2020. Prior to joining Gap Inc., she served

network of ODM factories, manufacturing

in various senior leadership roles, including

partners, commodity suppliers, logistics providers and a wide

as executive vice president and chief financial officer at DICK’S

variety of other valued partners. He will also oversee social and

Sporting Goods Inc. and Kraft Foods Group Inc. and as senior

environmental sustainability efforts tied directly to HP’s global

vice president and treasurer with The Procter and Gamble Co.

reputation and business growth.

She also serves on the boards of directors of Danaher Corpora-

Nicolas succeeds Antoine Simonnet who has made the decision to
retire after a nearly 40-year esteemed career in the IT industry.
Nicolas joins HP from Rockwell Automation, where he served as
chief supply chain officer. Prior to that, he served as senior vice
president, operations & engineering services. Prior to that, he
served as vice president, global supply chain
For more information, visit hp.com.

tion, DoubleVerify Holdings, Inc., and Microsoft Corporation.
“I am pleased to welcome Teri to Visa’s board of directors,”
said Al Kelly, chairman and CEO of Visa Inc. “Teri is a highly
accomplished executive and public company director whose
decades of financial and leadership experience across multiple
industries will provide the board with diverse perspectives
and expertise on risk management, strategic planning and
financial oversight.”
For more information, visit visa.com.
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ace news
Jennifer Kohlhepp – Managing Editor, ICMA

MEET THE GLOBAL CARD
INDUSTRY’S NEW ACEs
ICMA is excited to announce that three individuals recently earned Advanced Card Education (ACE)-Personalization (P)
designations and one individual earned the ACE-Advanced Technologies (A) designation.
The ACE program examines and rewards professionals’ card industry knowledge in manufacturing, personalization and
advanced technologies. Each ACE designation can be achieved on its own and does not require any other designation as
a precedent.
Through hard work and dedication, the individuals listed below successfully passed their exams. Congratulations to the
new ACE designees!

Triple ACE Designee

Triple ACE Designee

ACE-P

ACE-A

Robyn Mayhugh,
CPI Card Group

Diana Walter,
CPI Card Group

Eric Virostek,
Giesecke+Devrient

Arturo Salgado,
Thomas Greg & Sons De Colombia, S.A.

ICMA conducts ACE training sessions and exams at ICMA events. ICMA member companies, with a minimum of
10 participants, can opt to host private group training and exam sessions in their facilities.
For more information about the ACE program, visit ICMA.com or call 609-799-4900.

Meet a Triple ACE

those three exams I also took ICMA’s ACE-Commercial training, which

Eric Virostek, senior product, manager, Giesecke+Devrient recently

manufacturing and personalization.

became triple ACE accredited, having earned ICMA’s ACE-M, ACE-P and
ACE-A designations.
Virostek, who most recently earned ACE-P at the 2022 ICMA EXPO, had
the following to say:
Why did you decide to take all three ACE exams? After accumulating
a few years in the card industry, I thought it best to really test my
knowledge and understanding. I took the ACE-M. As my experience
grew and acknowledging that I wanted a deeper education in
manufacturing, I took the ACE-A. Oddly enough, I spent an early part
of my time in the card industry in the personalization ﬁeld. After many
years away from that side of the business, I wanted to make sure my
skills were still intact, so I took the ACE-P. Somewhere in between

is a great way to get a high-level but complete understanding of card
How does the ACE program beneﬁt you? The ACE program tests the
knowledge accumulated from industry experience and fills in the

gaps in that knowledge resulting in an overall understanding of card
manufacturing and personalization. The program also works as a great
reference resource.
What would you say to someone considering trying to earn an ACE
designation? I would suggest that anyone in the card industry to

engage in the program and not just one. Having a complete understanding of the process can only be a beneﬁt.
Diane Walter, CPI Card Group, will be featured in the next issue for
earning Triple ACE accredidation.

ICMA.com
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Vietnam Pilots Cash Withdrawal
at ATMs with Chip-Based ID Cards
People will be able to withdraw cash from
ATMs by scanning their chip-based ID
cards under a new pilot service provided
by the Ministry of Public Security.
The ministry’s Police Department for
Administrative Management of Social
Order said the department has organized
the withdrawal of money using chip-based
ID cards at several banks.
After people scan ID cards at the ATM, the
banking system immediately checks and
verifies the information on the chip and
allows them to withdraw money.

• S ervice providers are considered

zero-COVID policy, factories have slowed

in scope for PCI DSS if they could

production of microchips, exacerbating

impact the security of an entity’s

supply-chain problems. And Russia’s

CDE, even if they do not process

invasion of Ukraine threatens the global

cardholder data themselves.

supply of neon, which largely comes from

• E ncryption alone does not take an
entity or system out of scope for PCI
DSS. An entity may be able to limit
the scope of its compliance with PCI
DSS if it receives encrypted data, has
no ability to decrypt that data, and
does not conduct encryption, decryption or key management activities.
Version 4.0 also introduces a two-track
approach to PCI DSS compliance. A new
track, called the “Customized Approach,”

At the moment, just bank cards and

provides in-scope entities with greater

QR codes can be used to withdraw cash

flexibility to achieve compliance by using

at ATMs.

methods and testing procedures not

According to the department, the use of

specifically detailed in the standard.

in financial transactions.

Fidor Bank to Launch Biometric
Payment Cards
German online bank Fidor is to roll out
biometric payment cards that will allow
users to authenticate contactless payments with their fingerprint and without
needing to use a PIN.
Customers ordering the biometric card
will also receive a fingerprint scanner
or “sleeve” that enables them to upload
their fingerprint and activate the card
themselves.
“The sleeve powers the card and guides

chip-based ID cards will help minimize
the risks of card forgery and ensure safety

Ukraine and is used to make chips.

A Chip Crisis Looms for Payment Cards

the cardholder through the activation
process. The recorded individual finger-

Much of the focus on the microchip short-

print is then converted into an encrypted

ages has been on automobile manufactur-

digital form and stored exclusively on the

ing and consumer electronics, but payment

card chip. The card can then be used at all

cards and point-of-sale devices are also

card terminals worldwide,” according to

The Payment Card Industry Security Stan-

under greater strain from Russia’s war in

German media outlet IT Finanz.

dards Council published version 4.0 of its

Ukraine and China’s lockdowns.

PCI Data Security Standard (PCI DSS). The

“This is a global challenge. Everyone

updated standards provide significant new

we speak with is dealing with the same

guidance on the scope and applicability

issue,” said Jason Bohrer, president and

of the PCI DSS requirements and their ap-

CEO of Sentry Interactive, an Austin,

plication to third-party service providers,

Texas, workplace automation company.

including:

Bohrer is executive director of the U.S.

Introducing PCI DSS 4.0: New Payment
Card Security Standards

American Express Co. is testing potential
investor interest for its first-ever bond sale
earmarked for environmental and social

• P CI DSS applies to organizations,

Payments Forum, based in Englewood,

initiatives.

systems, processes, and people that

Colorado. Formerly the EMV Migration

The credit card provider has asked Morgan

could impact the security of account

Forum, the cross-industry trade group in-

Stanley, Bank of America Corp, HSBC

data—even if they do not themselves

cludes banks, card companies, merchant

Holdings Plc and Wells Fargo & Co. to ar-

store, process, or transmit such data.

acquirers and technology providers that

range a global sustainability fixed-income

serve the payments industry.

investor call on Tuesday exclusively

Data Environment (CDE) in scope

The payments industry has been con-

focused on environmental, social and

for PCI DSS applies to any systems

cerned about chip shortages for more

that could impact the security of

than a year, but recent events raise the

account data.

stakes. With dozens of cities in China

an inaugural sustainability notes offering.

locked down as part of the country’s

Proceeds from the potential bond sale

• L ikewise, a company’s Cardholder
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American Express Eyes ESG Bond
Market to Fund Eco-Friendly Cards
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governance issues. A dollar-denominated
issuance may follow, which may include

would fund eligible green and social

in environmental sustainability and more

cards. The rollout will start in the Europe,

projects, including the procurement and

than 69% show favorability towards hav-

Middle East and Africa (EMEA) region,

fabrication of recycled material for AmEx

ing a recycled plastic debit/credit card.

before being distributed globally.

“Shifting to a recycled card product is

The rPVC cards will be produced from

another step toward a more sustainable

recycled industrial plastic material that

solution which will help foster a circular

typically comes from industries such as

economy,” said Mary Hines Droesch,

printing and packaging. The cards will go

head of consumer and small business

through an open loop recycling process,

products at Bank of America. “We are

meaning old products are transformed

Companies and governments are selling

committed to incorporating sustainability

into new products delivering a significant

ESG-linked debt at a record pace to help

throughout our business.”

benefit in the reduction of industrial

consumer and business cards, waste and
recycling initiatives, green buildings and
empowering diverse business suppliers
and vendors like women and LGBTQ+,
according to a second-party opinion
issued by Moody’s ESG Solutions.

fund their sustainability goals. Global
sales of green, social, sustainability and
sustainability-linked bonds surpassed
$1 trillion for the first time last year and
underwriters of the debt are bracing for
another surge this year.

Bank of America to Switch All Cards
to Recycled Plastic
Bank of America is to convert all of its

Bank of America issues 54 million
consumer and commercial cards

Every rPVC card will be made with 85%

annually and estimates this effort will

recycled industrial waste per finished

help to reduce more than 235 tons of

card and represents a reduction in CO2

single-use plastics, based on its annual

emissions during the card manufacturing

card issuance. The company also antici-

process, delivering a reduction of 36%

pates that switching to recycled plastic

CO2 emissions in comparison to a

for its credit and debit card portfolio will

standard PVC card.

reduce greenhouse gas emissions, energy
and water usage.

Market research conducted by Escalent

Furthermore, to ensure that no unnecessary wastage occurs by replacing original
cards that have not yet expired, the

credit and debit cards to 80% recycled
plastic starting in 2023.

plastic waste.

Citi Introduces Recycled Plastic
for Corporate Cards

found that more than 72% of consumers

Citi has announced that it has introduced

and small business clients are interested

Recycled PVC (rPVC) for its corporate

rollout will commence in EMEA in April
2022 and will be introduced globally in a
phased manner.

marketplace

ICMA.com
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industry calendar

2022
June
Seamless Asia
June 22-23, 2022
Virtual

October
Money 20/20 USA
October 23-26, 2022
Las Vegas, Nevada

November/December
Trustech
November 29 - December 1, 2022
Paris
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